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Accelerating Product Development 
Competition is increasing in the automotive industry as the fundamentals of 

transportation are moving toward electrified propulsion with more position and 

obstacle detection leading to partly and fully autonomous vehicles. Over a 

hundred new automakers have started in the last decade developing electric 

vehicles for emerging and established markets. Consumer awareness of carbon 

dioxide emissions and concerns with global warming are driving automakers to 

fundamentally shift propulsion strategies to electric motors with innovative 

battery systems that provide ranges well beyond 400 kilometers on a single 

charge. When new markets develop and consumer preferences change, time to 

market for new products becomes the battle ground for all automakers–

established and start-ups. Fortunately, the advances in Computer Aided 

Engineering from design conception through validation are shortening 

development cycles. Requirements Engineering is well integrated with these 

computer-based solutions and PLM empowers flexible integration which 

provides for accelerated product development.  

Key Takeaways  
• A holistic view of all phases of the product lifecycle—from design to 

manufacturing and including customer use—is critical. In every phase of the 

complete product lifecycle, an OEM must learn, adapt, and adjust continually to 

stay ahead of its competition. 

• Only a fully integrated product development solution can establish and sustain 

an OEM in a leadership position—one that starts integrated and stays integrated 

and remains connected through a product’s life across all disciplines enabling 

innovative product development.  

• Reducing physical prototypes is possible by using simulation during all phases 

of design and development. Replacing early physical component and subsystem 

prototypes with simulation shortens a design’s development duration from 

months to days. As simulation technologies become more trustworthy, some 

product physical testing is not needed further reducing the need for prototypes.  

• Executable digital twins improve understanding by exploring design options 

with expansive “destructive” simulations, i.e., better managing the safety 

margins in a product. 

• Siemens Digital Industries Software’s Xcelerator portfolio of solutions are 

designed to keep development teams integrated, accelerating decision-making 

across product development using digitalization to keep the right information 

available all the time.  

Introduction 
In this whitepaper, CIMdata presents their view on how digital engineering 

continues to shorten product development times. It also describes how Siemens 
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Digital Industries Software’s (Siemens) solutions enable automotive 

manufacturers to accelerate all facets of product development.1 

Streamlining and shortening automotive product development is enabled by using 

computer-based design, engineering, and manufacturing data management 

(PDM). Learning development cycles are executed to make decisions in an 

orderly fashion and address design weaknesses as the design matures. Moving a 

learning development cycle from use of physical prototypes to virtual engineering 

simulations allows discovery in days instead of months. Planning mass production 

and managing the flow of information and material is greatly accelerated with 

computer-based tools. Furthermore, managing requirements and reusable designs 

and systems allows an automaker to more quickly focus on developing and 

implementing changes which the consumer values. Relational databases at the 

core of PLM provide the backbone for reuse and requirements management. More 

and more simulation is being applied to design validation and verification, 

replacing physical prototypes and augmenting road tests of pre-production 

vehicles. Some early prototypes and concepts are only virtual, with photo-realistic 

mockups and even simulations of motion and lighting. The investment in required 

people and facilities resources is decreasing which allows new startups to gain 

rapid entry into the market. Of course, advanced integrated cost management 

solutions and supply chain integration during development are also shortening 

development duration. In parallel, new feature introductions and lite weighting 

are adding incredible vehicle complexity at a time that the market fundamentals 

are shifting, thanks to maturing energy storage for electrically propelled vehicles 

finally addressing “range” anxiety.  

Siemens has been, and remains, a provider of instrumental software and test 

solutions that enable automakers to design and engineer new products faster while 

improving their business performance. New startups are making use of the same 

solutions to challenge the status quo of where the critical path of electric vehicle 

development lies. Siemens has identified four themes that will drive the 

automotive industry in the next decade: Autonomous, Electrified, Requirements, 

and Globalization. See Figure 1.  

 
1 Research for this paper was partially supported by Siemens Digital Industries Software 
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Figure 1—Themes Driving the Automotive Industry 

(Courtesy of Siemens) 

At first glance, one might think such change increases product development time, 

but as the electrification technologies reach their inflection point, development 

acceleration occurs. The following sections examine each theme to set the stage 

on what the automakers need. 

Globalization 

Teams of experts from any region in the world need to work together despite their 

physical separation. The last two years of separation, driven by the pandemic, 

have revealed how many automakers continued to successfully engineer future 

products. Venture capital firms are providing funding to those manufacturers 

willing to develop new transportation systems, from e-bikes to electric propulsion, 

to mass transit, to aided driving and eventually autonomous vehicles. Automakers 

need to apply their knowledge resources for any global market, especially 

emerging ones.  

Supply chain material flow robustness is a current issue which automakers must 

address. Flexibility in design with existing, proven, and available components will 

allow automakers to better weather the disruptions caused by distributed supply 

chain issues. All this must be managed with compliance to regulations at both the 

location of manufacturing and point of sales and service.  

Requirements 

Consumers are more aware that product and use choices effect CO2 emissions. 

Clearly operating an electric vehicle pollutes less than one with an internal 

combustion engine, assuming the electrical power generation was non-carbon 

based. Consumers are becoming aware of the carbon footprint left by producing 

products. Managing requirements, including its eco footprint, across the lifecycle 

of a product is expected. Understanding how to address changing requirements, 

Virtual development of 
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whether consumer driven or regulatory, is faster and easier with computer-based 

design and simulation solutions. 

Different countries have overlapping, sometimes conflicting, requirements for 

product safety, operation, performance, and local content. Product developers 

need to understand and incorporate how their products meet requirements as they 

evolve over time. In some cases, these are even requirements set after the 

product’s mass production begins. Fortunately, over-the-air electronics program 

updating of vehicles is a common connection to most new vehicles enabling 

lifetime product upgrades.  

Electrified 

Electric motors are easier to package and have no CO2 emissions during use. 

However, a new set of design challenges for the magnetic elements, their material 

make-up, and related durability are areas on which design engineers need to focus. 

Some of the motor design problems will likely be solved with topology 

optimization using cross-discipline simulations such as material fatigue and 

electromagnetics.  

Battery pack and cell energy storage options are increasing as investment is 

focused on improving energy density—the amount of energy stored in a specific 

volume. Recent advances are dramatically improving vehicle range for electric 

powered vehicles. 

Embedded computers and attached optical, radar, and environment sensors 

expand and improve measurements during operation and bring insights to 

automakers previously only obtained from prototype testing. Merging findings 

from customer usage with validation results before initiating mass production 

provides product usage insights which will lead to upgrades. These upgrades can 

occur anywhere at any time.  

The vehicle wiring necessary to merge all these elements together is growing in 

complexity. The types of currents and signals being transmitted are evolving. 

While most of the technology is mature, packaging for efficient mass production 

is becoming more complicated as harness wiring options grow.  

Coupled effects like noise, vibration, and harness expand beyond mechanical 

systems. In fact, the balance of noise, vibration, and harshness (NVH) 

management changes as the noisier internal combustion engine (ICE) is no longer 

present. High frequency buzzing for electromechanical solenoids is often more 

annoying than the rumble of a V8 ICE.  

Autonomous 

Automated driving is another investment area which is intended to ease driver 

workload, especially in high-traffic prone areas. All automakers have some 

assisted driving modes, and a few metropolitan areas are developing frameworks 

and platforms for autonomous vehicles to operate within a city and take advantage 

of traffic monitoring and broader position, motion, and obstacle sensing. It’s just 

a matter of a few years before autonomous vehicles will be feasible. Combining 

Electric motor and battery 

developments combined 

with advances in 

electronics are essential to 

future electrified vehicles 

Sensors and system of 

systems development 
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sensors measurements from multiple sources (city, roadways, and vehicles) will 

be one of the foundational pillars–but this moves the system domain well beyond 

any single vehicle. Many of the computer aided engineering tools needed to 

develop autonomous vehicles are in fact beneficial to any type of product 

development. The solution capabilities Siemens has developed for the 

development and production of future automobile products will also accelerate 

innovations in existing product platforms. Please read CIMdata’s eBook 

regarding Autonomous Vehicle Development for a broader understanding of the 

challenges facing automotive manufacturers. 2 

Themes Drive the Automotive Industry 

These four themes all contribute to automotive product complexity. Expansion of 

electronics and software is driving many innovations in vehicles as new functions 

are constantly connected, both within a vehicle, between vehicles, and with the 

driving environment. An increased focus on systems engineering, traceability, and 

continuous verification and validation and how mastering these techniques is 

critical across a product’s complete lifecycle, now including operational use, will 

be the success factors for automakers in the future.  

The design decisions made and the order in which they are made drives 

competitive advantage. Being able to explore choices and decide faster requires a 

PLM solution set that bridges disciplines and eases process evolution as the use 

of technologies like artificial intelligence (AI) and adaptive learning (AL) from 

all data sources, especially those originating with product use, continue to 

materialize. 

Solution for Accelerated Product Development 

Siemens’ long and successful history providing innovative solutions and key 

discipline integrations for automakers continues. Accelerating product 

development focuses on speed, virtual prove out, integrated disciplines, using 

real-time data, and assuring compliance even as sales and service expand beyond 

points of manufacturing. Figure 2 presents Siemens’ summary of the driving 

factors for accelerated product development. 

 
2 CIMdata eBook. Autonomous Vehicle Development Requires Closed Loop Solutions. July 2021. Available 

via login at: https://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/complimentary-reports-research/white-papers 
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Figure 2—Capabilities Accelerating Automotive Product Development 

(Courtesy of Siemens) 

All five model-based cross-domain capabilities identified by Siemens in Figure 2 

contribute to accelerating product development. The following sections review 

how each of these areas removes barriers between development disciplines and 

provides business value.  

Integrated 

Disciplines work collaboratively and manage constraints together. The more the 

disciplines use the current, accurate product data in the context of their review or 

evaluation, the more likely problems are solved once and more rapidly—with the 

proposed solution quickly made available to other disciplines.  

Real-time Data 

With internet of things (IoT) measurements integrated in real-time with product 

models, 4D simulations become meaningful. Understanding of which 

requirements effect which product features can be improved through trusted 

simulations, which in turn improves requirements traceability. Simulations 

correlated with laboratory and field measurements provide reliable insights 

leading to better products. Faster product upgrades are based on direct customer 

feedback and experiences. Virtual prove outs improve when trained by the latest 

real-time measurement data.  

Virtual Prove Outs 

Reducing the need to construct physical prototypes and perform laboratory testing 

using virtual verification removes months of product development duration. 

These time savings can be utilized on design optimizations that enable function 

versus manufacturing tradeoffs. Virtual prove outs can be done continuously as 

the design changes. This can even embrace continuous validation. Continuous 

validation is a practice in software development circles as proposed and 

championed by the Agile manifesto.3 The main point is understanding 

requirements in the context of the proposed design and then getting customer 

 
3 CIMdata whitepaper. Agile Development: Supporting the Aerospace & Defense Industry. May 2021. 

Available via login at: https://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/complimentary-reports-research/white-

papers 
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feedback continuously. Change cycles become almost interactive, thanks to 

virtual prove outs.  

Exploring safety margins is a form of requirements engineering. Having a digital 

twin with which an engineer can witness and interact in 4 dimensions—3D plus 

the passage of time improves understanding of the product in usage contexts. 

Siemens has developed this executable Digital Twin (xDT).4 It results in no more 

waiting for a month’s long physical prototype construction and test cycle. xDT 

provides another technique to make collaboration more compelling—spanning 

disciplines and solutions considered—with virtual proofs encouraging integrated 

product development.  

Speed 

Individual productivity and critical path streamlining are only possible with 

intuitive, direct access to product data, models, and their virtual and physical test 

results. Reviews become more spontaneous, collaborative, and driven when 

product development deliverables are ready and easier to find on demand. 

Engineers spend time designing and choosing best options rather than chasing 

data and sitting in scheduled meetings. Teams collaborate effectively by looking 

at the same design from different points of view leading to a better understanding 

of the product in context.  

Regulatory Compliance 

Certain requirements are driven by regulations—where and how a product is 

engineered, manufactured, sold, and serviced. Depending on the location of each 

of these, specific engineering, manufacturing, sales, and service requirements 

must be met. For a single global product, all requirements must be met. Keeping 

these visible during development makes for globally salable products, while also 

providing auditable and traceable evidence which can be reported to regulatory 

authorities.  

Accelerated Product Development Summary 
By focusing on these five capabilities and comparing them to the themes 

identified earlier, Siemens is investing in their extensive PLM solutions to enable 

future automakers to rapidly develop and deliver products consumers want. 

Connecting all disciplines across the extended enterprise can significantly shorten 

product development cycles. Keeping requirements in focus during development 

with continuous product interactions (i.e., constant simulation with newly 

discovered use cases) will challenge capital intensive processes which focused on 

physical product samples for evaluation. These virtual evaluations will remain 

trustworthy, because they stay connected to measurements, all the time. Siemens 

summarizes this with a picture as Figure 3. 

 
4 CIMdata highlight. Siemens: Making the Digital Twin Executable - Predictively Aligning Its Real-World 

Counterpart. Available at: https://www.cimdata.com/en/resources/complimentary-reports-

research/commentaries/item/16725-siemens-making-the-digital-twin-executable-predictively-aligning-

its-real-world-counterpart-highlight 
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Figure 3—Connecting Disciplines with Lifecycle Requirements Management 

(Courtesy of Siemens) 

Digitalization is the framework for connecting the disciplines, which is essential. 

Engineers who broaden beyond their specialty and use the insights from each 

other’s discipline, will accelerate product development: managing requirements 

well (all of them), performing virtual mockup and simulation (all the time), 

streamlining manufacturing (best practices modelled virtually), and maintaining 

required compliance records. Of course, the real proof is the experience of 

successful OEMs and Tier 1s. 

Recent Successes: OEM and Tier 1 

Daimler 

Customer testimonials speak volumes to the value of using Siemens Xcelerator 

portfolio of solutions in their organizations. Consider their faster time to market, 

despite increases in product complexity. While not explicitly mentioned, this is 

only possible if learning cycles are shorter—and that happens when they are 

mostly virtual while combining measurements as they are captured. See Daimler’s 

comments in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4—Daimler Benefits with Siemens Solutions 

(Courtesy of Siemens) 
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ZF-TRW 

Component complexity is growing thanks to the increasing use of electronics and 

software to expand feature content while enabling physical sensor 

miniaturization. Note the benefits to concurrent design shown in Figure 5—

electrical, electronic, mechanical, and embedded software, working in parallel 

with most integration work done virtually—before any physical prototypes need 

to be made.  

 
Figure 5—ZF-TRW Benefits using Concurrent Design 

(Courtesy of Siemens) 

Conclusion 
Building physical prototypes to evaluate designs and prepare for mass production 

has been done for decades. Each prototype build cycle takes weeks or months to 

construct. Virtual mockups and simulations for the same design can be done in 

days, even hours. Agile development practices encourage continuous testing, 

which is a form of earlier verification and partial validation—enabling 

requirements assessments from the beginning. By examining the latest test results 

and their traceability to requirements regardless of their origin, product developers 

are always using the correct set of requirements—even as they change during 

development and use. This closed-loop view through all phases of the product 

lifecycle—from design to manufacturing and including customer use—is critical 

to sustaining a business. Successful automakers realize this, and many rely on 

Siemens Xcelerator portfolio to continue to provide accelerated product 

development solutions across vehicle lifecycles, as noted in the Daimler 

testimonial—Figure 4. 

Siemens continues to expand their Xcelerator solutions to encompass all 

disciplines and enable product development, manufacturing, and service teams to 

work together more coherently and faster. Their solutions provide a platform 

which enables organizational integration as product choices and options 

accelerate. Development and manufacturing process revolutions are happening at 

both startups and established automakers and their suppliers. CIMdata expects 

xDT to connect physical product validation to feedback loops for development in 

new ways—making serial, physical prototype product validation cycles 

Accelerated product 
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virtual mockups with 4D 

simulations  
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explore a product in 4D, 
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uncompetitive and improving trust in virtual models. Siemens continues to 

address Definition, Concept, Development (more virtual), and V&V (more 

virtual), enabling all engineering and business disciplines to stay connected 

working together. This is illustrated in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6—Design Automation & Process Integration yields Faster Product Realization 

(Courtesy of Siemens) 

Automakers can build virtual prototypes quickly rather than waiting on their 

manufacturing sites to construct a physical prototype. Historic vehicle 

development processes will have to reevaluate the order of decisions that must be 

made while keeping consumer requirements (regulation and performance) front 

and center. Throughout the entire product lifecycle, automakers must learn, adapt, 

and adjust continually to stay ahead of their competition.  

Continuous Virtual Verification and Validation will foster further acceleration in 

vehicle development processes. CIMdata will explore this in a commentary, to be 

published early in 2022. Maintaining and showing evidence to regulatory 

compliance and industry standards is also needed across development phases for 

all disciplines. In a following commentary, CIMdata will explain how Siemens is 

enabling needed auditable traceability capabilities.  

About CIMdata 
CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management 

consulting to maximize an enterprise’s ability to design, deliver, and support 

innovative products and services by identifying and implementing appropriate 

digital initiatives. For nearly forty years, CIMdata has provided industrial 

organizations and providers of technologies and services with world-class 

knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on a broad set of product 

lifecycle management (PLM) solutions and the digital transformation they enable. 

CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and education 

through certificate programs and international conferences. To learn more, visit 

www.CIMdata.com or email info@CIMdata.com. 
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